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VISUAL IDENTITY

This is a part of my project “The Eternal 
Gesture”,  which is a transmedia projects 
including a documentary, an app, a website, 
and the communication of the social medias 
for the Royal Bal let of Cambodia.

Visual identity
Royal Ballet of Cambodia
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Smartphone App
The application will have as its first 
mission to (re)discover the history of the 
Royal Ballet of Cambodia. In addition 
to this, the application will also have 
an explanatory part of what composes 
the Ballet, namely the characters, the 
choreographies, the musical instruments, 
the costumes and gestures. It is therefore 
an educational application. All this will be 
enhanced with videos and photos. We 
hope that at the end of its experience, 
the user will have a broad knowledge of 
the Royal Ballet and what it represents. 

A «like» system will be set up so that the 
user can save the images and photos 
he or she likes and create his or her 
own virtual museum. Also, we have a 
community part where the user can share 
its own art about the Ballet. The Gallery 
will only be unlocked progressively 
as the user is exploring the History of 
the Ballet. But the application does 
not stop there. We want this tool to be 
a real communication device for the 
Royal Ballet. As a result, we are adding 
a news section to the application, which 
will also include an agenda to keep you 
informed of upcoming dates for the 
Royal Ballet. We are also thinking of 
adding a system for  redirecting tickets to 
the online ticketing of  events. To ensure 
that smartphone users do not miss 
anything, a push notification system will 
be installed and will alert them as soon 
as new news is online.
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Website
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Social medias
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VISUAL IDENTITY

Wolfgang Boxing Club is a f ictional boxing 
club.

I  designed al l  you need to sweat,  lazy ass!

Visual identity
Boxing Club
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Smartphone 
App
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Social medias Ready to kick you 
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Clothes
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VISUAL IDENTITY

Amok Khmer is a luxury restaurant,  part 
of Hanuman Group, located in Siem Reap, 
Cambodia.

The food there tastes better than my design.

Visual identity
Restaurant
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Here the logo
The gold color because the food is too expensive there
And the leaf for the organic products

And here some products
I offer you this coffee
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This is the menu
 
Perfect design for a date, even if no 
one wants to date you
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Hanuman Group is a travel agency, luxury 
hotels and a f i lm production house.

As my designs have already burned your 
eyes, you should book a night there and take 
a rest.  They have comfortable beds.

Visual identity
Hotel
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Welcome

A hidden corner of heaven on earth

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Smith,

On behalf of our entire Montra Nivesha Residence family, we would like to extend you a very warm welcome 
to our little slice of heaven. We believe you can fi nd your sense of personal renewal during your stay and 
look forward to providing you with a memorable experience.

Siem Reap is a melting pot of architectural styles and cultures. It is a fascinating city for every visitor. Its 
ancient past is superbly preserved in fascinating temples, pagodas, shop houses and restaurants which 
make up the town’s old French quarter. 
 
Stretching over 400 square kilometres, including forested areas, the Angkor Archaeological Park contains 
the most magnifi cent remains of several capitals of the Khmer Empire ranging from the the 9th to the 15th 
centuries, including the largest pre-industrial city in the world. The most famous is the Temple of Angkor 
Wat, Angkor Thom city and the Bayon Temple with its countless sculptural faces and decorations.  

Please allow me to introduce our facilities. Your experience of Montra Nivesha Residence, meaning water in 
heaven, begins the moment you arrive. The property is well appointed with accommodating facilities and 
full-service amenities, offering complimentary Wi-Fi throughout the hotel as well as two outdoor swimming 
pools. We offer two different restaurants and a lounge bar for your dining pleasure. When you need some 
“me” time be sure to stop by and indulge in complete relaxation at Sita Spa. Our guest service, laundry and 
room service are all open 24 hours for your convenience.

In the meantime, if there is anything we can do for you, please do not hesitate to contact the guest service, 
duty manager or myself. 

We hope you will make Montra Nivesha Residence your “home away from home” as you experience our 
heaven during your stay. 

Warmest Regards, 

William Meyrick 
General Manager

Here some prints
Even the mosquitoes are attracted by this repellent 

design spray

Here some prints
Hope this one will be useless soon
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Social medias 
I can get you a better price
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Here the website of 
Hanuman Films
Link

Here the website of 
Montra Nivesha
Link

http://hanumanfilms.com/
https://montranivesha.com/
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Some books you wil l  never read.

Books
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Best book ever
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I  promise, I  didn’t take any drugs before 
making these designs. Just afterwards.

Colors porn
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Your dinner
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La Muse is a f ictionnal jewelry brand.

Even if  this brand doesn’t exist ,  you can feel 
how expensive it wil l  be.

Visual identity
Jewelry
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Here the logo
It’s a golden rose because I’m romantic
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Some ads
You have the ring, just need to find
a finger now
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Switch Over is an interactive horror short 
movie.

Scared?

Visual identity
Horror short movie
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Print and social media advertising
She looks like you

Stop Motion video here : link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L67zvFgiN2E&ab_channel=MorganHavet
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